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The classic pearl necklace
gets a modern makeover
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Ballerinas strike a pose in
must-have athleisure
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FASHION
FORCE

Everyone’s fave star, Kate Hudson,
has teamed up with some very
stylish people to help those in need—
just like her mom taught her
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Kate Hudson in
Michael Kors at the
God’s Love We Deliver
Golden Heart Award.
Photo: Getty Images.
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Holiday wish list
All the glam gifts to put on your list, from notice-me heels to the scent of the season

Think pink

Work the slip dress
trend in a pretty, unexpected hue.

High shine

make these metallic
sandals the starting
point for your new
year’s eve ensemble.

EquipmEnt silk
dress, $260,
net-A-porter.com

aldo Heels, $80,

AldosHoes.com

Retro glam

Spec appeal

Add a pop of
polish with earrings
that take you from
desk to dancefloor.

Be the cool girl—
fashion-forward shades
upgrade every outfit.
Gucci sunglAsses, $397,

H&m eArrings,

net-A-porter.com

$13, H&m

Bling ring

A chic choker completes
your mistletoe-worthy look.
JEnny Bird necklAce, $95,
jenny-Bird.cA

Star power

your perfect partner this
dreamy season: a vibrant
chypre floral spiked with black
magic rose and sensual musk.
Me time

A lovely candle
plus a bubble bath
equals holiday bliss.

calvin klEin deep eupHoriA,
$92 (50 ml), $119 (100ml),
tHeBAy.com/frAgrAnce

indiGo cAndle, $35,

indigo stores

It list

consider this neutral carryall fashion
baggage of the coolest variety.
BalEnciaGa crossBody BAg, $1,995,

Holt renfreW

SAN ANDRES
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DIY DEPARTMENT

UPDATE
YOUR HAIR
STYLE
Thought your decorative bobby
pin days were over? Think
again. Our fave hair looks this
season, from Bottega Veneta
to Alexander McQueen,
featured embellished pins and
barrettes. Since we never pass
up an opportunity to test our
Etsy-emboldened skills, we
asked DIY expert Mari Santos
to show us how our hair can
take centre stage for less.

YOU’LL NEED

B o b by pins , scisso rs , a glu e
gun, felt, embellishments like
p o m p o m s , r h i n e s to n e s a n d
fake flowers.

MOST WANTED

The magic of pearls

STEP 1

Cut out a round piece of felt. (Or
skip this step and glue small decorations directly onto the pin.)

This season, fashion heavyweights like Chanel, Maison Margiela and Gucci focused their powers on the ubiquitous
16-inch pearl necklace, transforming it from a classic heirloom (which, by the way, made appearing acts at Rag & Bone
and Miu Miu) into some bewitching new versions. Turns out, reciting “Abracadabra” won’t score you a diamond-dotted
pearl choker (we tried), but that’s what holiday wish lists are for, right? —Jillian Vieira. Photography by Hamin Lee
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: CHANEL, $5,550, SELECT CHANEL LOCATIONS.
TIFFANY & CO., PRICE UPON REQUEST, TIFFANY.CA. TASAKI , $1,850, KAVUT.COM

WE ASKED

Hey, Michael Bublé, what
would you teach your
teenage-self about romance?

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (GOLDBERG, BUBLÉ). ART DIRECTION: SONYA VAN HEYNINGEN (MOST WANTED)

“I would say
that there are no
shortcuts and no
magic tricks. Being
kind, empathetic and
self-deprecating are
the keys to a happy
and romantic life.”

Bublé, who recently dropped his ninth
album, Nobody But Me, calls his new rose,
jasmine and red-fruit-laden women’s fragrance,
By Invitation, “love in a bottle.” As he points
out, “Romance can’t be created by a scent;
it can only be enhanced.”

BY INVITATION MICHAEL BUBLÉ EAU DE
PARFUM, $60 (50 ML), SHOPPERS DRUG MART

Q&A

FESTIVE
CHEER
Turns out Whoopi Goldberg is a “holiday sweater person.”

We caught up with the legendary comedian, who just launched a
line of cheeky yet luxe holiday sweaters
What appeals to you about ugly
Christmas sweaters? “I’m not so
much a par ty person, but I ’ve
worn what they call ugly Christmas
sweaters for the last eight years on
The View, so I just thought, well,
I like this idea! But I found the
sweaters I was wearing weren’t
keeping up with the kinds of materials I wanted. I want them to feel
good, so I thought I could bring
something of quality to the table.”

Have you always felt comfortable in the fashion industry? “No,
I didn’t get comfortable until André
Leon Talley and Tim Gunn said to
me, ‘You have your own fashion.
You don’t have to be what other
people think you should be—you
do you.’ And that just freaked me
out. There are no fashion faux pas.
There’s just stuff that works for you
and stuff that doesn’t. If you’re
comfortable, then it works for you.”

How did you come up with the
designs? “The sweaters speak
to the things I’m interested in,
whether it’s what makes a family,
or a childhood memory of the
Rockettes, or my friends who have
Christmas trees and menorahs, so
their kids are decorating Christmas
trees with dreidels…. Next year, I’ll
try to figure out what Ramadan
looks like in a holiday sweater,
and what Kwanzaa looks like in
a holiday sweater. It’s just something to bring a smile to your face,
because that’s what the holidays
are supposed to do. Whether you
are a believer or not, the holidays
are meant to bring people you care
about together. I want people to
believe there is the possibility of
something good during this time,
something fun, something that
makes you smile.”

What’s the outfit you feel best
in? “Literally everything I wear. If
i t ’s n ot c o m f o r t a b l e , I ’m n ot
putting it on. Life’s too short to
be uncomfortable.”

You’ve been on the fashion scene
a lot lately. What do you like
about it? “I like fashion because
it’s somebody’s idea of something
fantastic. Sometimes it’s way out
there, sometimes it’s really subtle
but stunning. I like that, whatever
you think, there’s something out
there for you.”

You’re so comfortable voicing
your opinions. How can women
channel that spirit? “Just do it! It’s

hard because thinking, ‘Oh, what’s
so-and-so going to think of me?’
could stop you in your tracks. You
have to make a decision that this
is how you’re going to be. It’s just
what’s good for you.”
What’s your advice for someone
w h o ’s l o o k i n g to s t a n d o u t ?
“Clothing is not going to make
yo u s ta n d o ut . I t ’ll m a ke yo u
noticeable, but personality is what
makes you stand out. So ask yourself what you are bringing to the
table. Are you bringing a good
time and a light attitude? If you’re
free to laugh and have some fun,
that’s what stands out—not what
you wear. You’d have to be naked
to really stand out. Be open. Be
happy to be where you are. Introduce yourself to people. Say “Hi,
I’m usually a wallflower, but I don’t
want to be. So, hello, what’s your
name?” Most people won’t do it
because they’re busy in their head,
but if you want to stand out, walk
up to somebody and tell them
your name.” —Kathryn Hudson

STEP 2

Using a glue gun, affix your fave
embellishments onto felt circles.

STEP 3

Glue the felt pieces onto the
ridged side of the bobby pin.

STEP 4

Repeat previous steps to create
multiple pins.

LIMITED-EDITION
HOLIDAY
SWEATERS
BY WHOOPI
GOLDBERG, $179,
HUDSON’S BAY

TA-DA!

Put them on all at once for a
holiday-party-ready look.

GIFT PICKS

BRIGHT STAR

These seasonal candles are the
ultimate hostess gift—unless you
keep them for yourself
BASALT CANDLE IN SAINT VIOLET, $45, BIBELOTANDTOKEN.COM. NEST FRAGRANCES BIRCHWOOD PINE CLASSIC CANDLE, $56, SEPHORA.CA. CATBIRD TAROT DECK TRAVEL CANDLE, $25, EASYTIGERGOODS.
COM. VANCOUVER CANDLE CO. NEIGHBOURHOOD COLLECTION CANDLE IN KITSILANO, $38, VANCOUVERCANDLECO.COM. ACQUA DI PARMA LAVANDA CANDLE, $112, NEIMANMARCUS.COM. LAKE LOUISE BREEZE
CANDLE, $10, INDIGO. MUGLER ANGEL ÉTOILE DES RÊVES PERFUMED CANDLE, $98, SHOPPERS DRUG MART. DYNAMITE VANILLE CACHEMIRE CANDLE $15, DYNAMITECLOTHING.CA

SPOTLIGHT

Easy holiday hair

TREND: INVERTED PONYTAIL
The flipped-over ponies on the
Tommy Hilfiger runway are
the ideal option for a polished
office-to-fete look.

Look beyond a basic bun this season and try these
fresh, impactful party looks inspired by the runways

HOW-TO Mist damp hair with
an oil spray and blow-dry your
hair sleek. Gather hair into a
very low pony and secure it,
then pull the tail over the elastic
and through. Wrap a piece of
black leather around the base
for a sleek finish.

BY RANI SHEEN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAY TRUONG

T R E N D : R O C K E R VO L U M E
Sonia Rykiel and Roberto Cavalli
got behind big, sexy hair with
loads of body, height at the
crown and rumpled texture.
HOW-TO Massage volumizing
p owd e r into yo ur root s an d
back-brush the crown. Part in the
centre and tuck behind your ears.
LAURA SIEGEL DRESS, $295,
LAURASIEGELCOLLECTION.COM

TREND: HALF-UP BUN This fresh take on the chignon suggested
holiday glamour at Tory Burch and Temperley London.
HOW-TO Add tons of texture by spraying dry shampoo into
the roots and lengths. Pull the top layers of hair into a half-up
pony, divide the tail in two and wind the pieces around each other.
Secure with another elastic. For extra fashion cred, tuck the ends
under the neckline of your dress.
LAURA SIEGEL DRESS, $285, LAURASIEGELCOLLECTION.COM

Model note: Taylor Frankel is one of the beauty entrepreneurs behind
Ontario-based makeup brand Nudestix, which she founded with her
sister, Ally, and mom, Jenny.

TR E N D : D UTCH B R AI D M a nsur
Gavriel’s glossy, full backwards braids
are an easy update to a classic updo.
HOW-TO Use a blow-dry lotion to
add glossiness and body, then Dutch
braid your hair starting at ear level
(it’s like a French braid, only backwards). Gently pull pieces outwards to
make the braid fuller, let a few strands
loose and tie with a satin ribbon.

BEAUTY TOOL KIT
HALF-UP BUN:
DELECTABLE BY CAKE
BEAUTY COCONUT &
CREAM DRY SHAMPOO
& BODY POWDER, $16,
CAKEBEAUTY.COM

ROCKER VOLUME:
KEVIN.MURPHY
POWDER.PUFF, $28,
KEVINMURPHY.COM.
AU FOR SALONS

DUTCH BRAID:
MOROCCANOIL
BLOW-DRY
CONCENTRATE,
$28, MOROCCANOIL.COM

INVERTED
PONY: OGX O2
WEIGHTLESS
OIL & LIFTING
TONIC SPRAY,
$10, WALMART

HAIR AND MAKEUP: WENDY RORONG FOR MOROCCANOIL/PLUTINO GROUP. PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANT: JONATHAN LEI
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ADVERTISEMENT

SEASON’S best
Everything you need to get ready for the holidays in style

Chloé Holiday Gift
Set, Includes a 50mL
Eau de Parfum and a
100mL Body Lotion,
$130 (Value of $152)

Heaven scent

Leave a lasting impression this holiday
season with these classic ﬂoral
fragrances. Layer the body lotion
under the spritz for maximum impact.

Chloé Love Story Holiday Gift Set, Includes
a 50mL Eau de Parfum and a 100mL Body
Lotion, $120 (Value of $141)

Clinique Sweet Sonic Set, $115,
(Value of $156), Includes a Sonic
System Brush, Case, Foaming Sonic
Soap 30mL, Clarifying Lotion 2
60mL and Dramatically Different
Moisturizing Lotion+ 30mL

Party prep

Every glamorous makeup look starts
with gorgeous skin. This cleansing brush
and three-step skincare kit will get your
complexion in selﬁe-ready shape.

Lancôme The Gift of Paris:
The Parisian Holiday Case,
$75 with any Lancôme
purchase of $36 or
more,* (Value of $444)

All set

Talk about the ultimate makeup kit! From
nude lip colour to golden eyeshadows to
makeup remover for later, this set is stacked
with essentials.

His and hers

Sample seven iconic fragrances, then
submit the scent certiﬁcate for a fullsize bottle of your favourite one.

exclusive

Mini Fragrance Coffret
for Him or Her, $97

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 TO FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25

20x

T HE SHOPPERS OP T IMUM
P OIN T S ON BE AU T Y

Receive 20x the Shoppers Optimum Points® when you spend $75
or more** on cosmetics, skin care or fragrance in-store and online
at beautyBOUTIQUE.ca

*Points are issued according to the net pre-tax purchase total of eligible products using a valid Shoppers Optimum Card ®.
Calculation excludes Shoppers Optimum Bonus Points ®. Cannot be used with any other offer or promotion. Offer valid until
November 25, 2016, while quantities last. We reserve the right to limit quantities. No rainchecks. Offer may be changed or
terminated at any time without notice. See cashier for details.

S H OP ONL I NE AT beaut yBOUTIQUE.ca
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GIRL GANG

Power pose

Kathryn
Hosier

As Onegin lights up the stage in Toronto
(November 23 to 27), five dancers from the
National Ballet of Canada elevate the season’s
strongest fashion piece: the hoodie

Chelsy
Meiss

Selene
Guerrero-Trujillo

BY VERONICA SAROLI | PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHALAN AND PAUL

SELENE
GUERREROTRUJILLO, 28
Corps de ballet

Jordana
Daumec

After seeing Swan Lake as
a child while growing up in
Mexico City, Guerrero-Trujillo
started taking ballet classes.
At 16, she moved to Toronto
to continue her studies. “It was
really exciting,” she says. “Now
that I look back, I realize I was
pretty brave.” But adjusting
to a new home wasn’t the
hardest part. “I remember
how painful and excruciating
[pointe] was at the beginning;
you’re not supposed to wear
any protection, in order to
strengthen your feet and build
callouses. But once you have
the strength? It feels fantastic.”
TOPSHOP HOODIE, $58,
THEBAY.COM/TOPSHOP

KATHRYN
HOSIER, 26
Second soloist

No of fense to nine -to fivers , but the on -the -job
challenges of a dancer are
definitively unlike any other
profession. “There are times
when your body feels like it’s
going to give out because it’s
exhausted,” Hosier explains.
“ We ’r e c o n s t a n t l y b e i n g
critiqued and put under the
microsco p e . Eve r y d ay is
about making ourselves better
and looking in the mirror and
picking out what’s not perfect,
which can be a dangerous
mindset to constantly be in.”
The balancing act, you see,
isn’t simply on tiptoes. “We
wouldn’t do it if it wasn’t
worth it.”

Miyoko Koyasu

LULULEMON HOODIE, $128,
LULULEMON.COM

CHELSY
MEISS, 30

“When
people see me
portray a role
that’s darker
on stage,
they’re blown
away.”

Meiss’s chipper outlook is
like an exclamation point
to her many type-A traits,
like repeating a sentence
unprompted into a recorder
to ensure she’s heard over
the racket on set during this
photo shoot, or standing en
pointe to accurately answer
what it’s like to be up there.
“When people who know me
as bubbly see me portray a
role that ’s darker or more
pensive on stage , they ’re
blown away,” she says. “Everybody has that light and dark
inside of them; to bring out
the other side is neat.”

SHOP THE TREND

BAJA EAST HOODIE, $425, THE
ROOM AT HUDSON’S BAY

This is Canada—you need a cozy
sweatshirt. Here are five of our faves

JORDANA
DAUMEC, 32
First soloist

Daumec laughed off a
question about the Kendall
Jenner ballerina video that
miffed quite a few dancers in
September by comparing the
experience to watching an
SNL skit. (“It was hysterical.”)
As a dancer, she says, “we
push our bodies to the limit
every single day, and it has to
look effortless even though
you’re dying on the inside.”
When you’ve dedicated your
mind and body to the art of
p e r fe c tio n , a ny thin g le ss
seems, well, funny.
LOLË HOODIE, $95, LOLE.COM

MIYOKO
KOYASU, 25
Corps de ballet

“I might be aching or not
feel good about myself,
but I still have to go on.”
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
HOOD BY AIR, $705, SSENSE.COM. AMERICAN
EAGLE OUTFITTERS, $60, AE.COM. GAP, $90,
GAPCANADA.CA. HYBA, $50, REITMANS.COM.
TOPSHOP, $65, THEBAY.COM

Koyasu hails f rom J apan ,
where she grew up being the
lone kid interested in classical
ballet. With no - nonse nse
practicality, she reasons that
painful never-ending practices have a silver lining. “The
day of a performance, I might
be aching or not feel good
about myself, but I still have to
go on,” she says, “so why not
practise with pain?” Luckily,
Koyasu keeps Japanese bath
salts handy.
TNA HOODIE, $50, ARITZIA.COM

PHOTOGRAPHY:
HAIR
AND MAKEUP: ROMY ZACK. HAIR AND MAKEUP ASSISTANT: VANESSA GARLAND. FASHION DIRECTION: JILLIAN VIEIRA. CREATIVE DIRECTION: JESSICA HOTSON

First soloist
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FASHION INSIDERS

Time to act

Hollywood and style heavyweights Michael Kors and
Kate Hudson come together to help end world hunger

Editor-in-Chief
Laura deCarufel
@Laura_deCarufel
@LauradeCarufel

BY VERONICA SAROLI

Creative Director
Jessica Hotson
@jesshotson

“Some people call them signs, some people call them no-brainers,”
quips Kate Hudson about her decision to team up with designer
Michael Kors last year as the face of the brand’s Watch Hunger Stop
charity campaign, which, since 2013, has raised money for more than
15 million meals for the World Food Program by selling limitededition Michael Kors watches. Kors says it was an easy decision to collaborate with Hudson. “She’s got energ y, optimism a nd k now s how to ra l ly t he t roops,” he e x pla ins.
“The two of us are very similar in that way.”
While Hudson credits her mom, actor Goldie Hawn, for
teaching her about the power of philanthropy at an early age, Kors’s
charitable awakening was kick-started by—believe it or not—
fashion globalization. “Initially, I was a New York designer and I
designed only for New York. I didn’t think about the world,” he
recalls. “As I started to travel, I realized that, in fact, there were
no borders in fashion, but there were also no borders in need.”
Kors recalls that the AIDS epidemic in New York during the ’80s
was pivotal in further developing his charitable consciousness. “Every
few days, you’d be like, ‘This person is ill and now this person is ill.’
I’m not a doctor, I’m not a politician, I’m not a scientist. I didn’t know
what I could do.” He ultimately decided to become closely involved
with God’s Love We Deliver, a charity that provides meals for those
with diseases like AIDS who are too sick to feed themselves. “It felt
concrete: You walked into someone’s home with a meal.”
For her part, Hudson spends a great deal of her time these days
trying to raise socially conscious kids, which includes not eating
industrially farmed meat and reining in energy use. “When you
have children and you start actually seeing what’s going on in the
world, you can't help but look at something like [Watch Hunger
Stop] as a real way to be able to help.”

Executive Editor
Kathryn Hudson
@hudsonkat
Beauty Editor
Rani Sheen
@ranisheen

The God’s Love We Deliver
Golden Heart Awards in
New York brought together
boldface names including
(clockwise from top left)
Kate Hudson, Michael
Kors, Anna Wintour,
Chrissy Teigen, Priyanka
Chopra and Joan Smalls.

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (CELEB)

Managing Editor
Eden Boileau
@lilyedenface
Associate Beauty Editor
Natasha Bruno
@Natashajbruno
Assistant Digital Editor
Carly Ostroff
@carlyostroff
Assistant Editor
Veronica Saroli
@vsaroli

This year, Watch Hunger Stop has
launched fitness trackers, donating
$25 from each purchase to the
World Food Program. “When
you’re giving back, you feel good
about yourself,” says Kors. “As a
designer, I still believe that when you
put on the right thing, you feel good
about yourself. I always approach
things with optimism.”
MICHAEL KORS WATCH
HUNGER STOP ACTIVITY
TRACKER, $145, MICHAELKORS.CA

ONE-MINUTE MIRACLE

Dear Weleda Nail Care Pen: My nails are basically never-nudes. I dress them in near-constant
gel manicures (right now they’re a fetching, glittery shade of rose) because freshly decorated
tips bring me joy. But while my polish stays perfect for weeks, the same can’t be said for my
ragged cuticles. Your handy, extremely portable pen dispenses moisturizing pomegranate seed
and sweet almond oils, along with coconut oil and shea butter to keep the mixture thick enough
to stay on my fingers and off my keyboard. I’ve got to hand it to you: You keep my cuticles so
smooth and my nail beds so nourished, I actually let them go naked. Let’s shake on it, Rani Sheen
WELEDA NAIL CARE PEN, $22, WELEDA.CA
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THE ART OF THE LOOK
Holiday makeup designer looks
made easy

Show-stopping lashes lined with a
deep black and paired with a bold
red lip is her signature look.

©2016 L’Oréal Canada

She captivates with a look that is all
about her eyes—ultra-sharp eyeliner
with ferocious, full-lash volume.

FROM NOVEMBER 7 TO 21
VISIT US IN-STORE FOR ALL THE ESSENTIALS TO RECREATE THESE LOOKS.
http://artofthelook.shoppersdrugmart.ca/

GET $5 OFF THE PURCHASE OF ANY 2
L’ORÉAL PARIS MAKEUP PRODUCTS

TO THE DEALER: UPON RECEIPT OF THIS COUPON WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 2 MAKEUP PRODUCTS FROM L’ORÉAL PARIS, L’ORÉAL CANADA
INC. will reimburse you the face value of the coupon plus regular handling fees. This coupon cannot be combined with another special offer. We reserve
the right to refuse reimbursement where we suspect fraudulent redemption. Failure to send in, on request, evidence that sufficient stock was purchased
in the previous 90 days to cover coupons presented will void coupons. Reimbursement will be made only to retail distributors who redeemed the coupon.
GST and provincial sales tax, where applicable, are included in the coupon value. For redemption, mail to: L’Oréal Canada Inc., P.O. Box 3000, Saint John,
NB, E2L 4L3. TO THE CONSUMER: Valid only in Canada. Coupon expires December 31, 2016. Limit of one coupon per purchase. Not redeemable for cash.
Facsimile prohibited.
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